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The Industrial Evolution of the Arts:
Chicago’s Auditorium Building (1889 –)
as Cultural Machine
{mark clague}

Chicago had had the biggest conflagration “in the world.” It was the biggest grain
and lumber market “in the world.” It was the greatest railroad center, the greatest
this, and the greatest that. The shouters could not well be classed with the proverbial liars of Ecclesiastes, because what they said was true; and had they said, in the
din, we are the crudest, rawest, most savagely ambitious dreamers and would-be
doers in the world, that also might be true. . . . These men had vision. What they
saw was real, they saw it as destiny.
—Auditorium architect Louis Sullivan1

American Opera as Institute: Engaging Society, Finance, and Art
In his closing remarks at the First Chicago Opera Festival on April 18, 1885, real
estate mogul Ferdinand Peck introduced the public to his idea of building a permanent home for grand opera in Chicago—what four years later would become
the Auditorium Building (fig. 1). Addressing the audience in his role as festival
president, Peck proclaimed the extraordinary success of the two-week, fourteenperformance gala, which had included works by Bellini (I puritani and La sonnambula), Donizetti (Lucia di Lammermoor and Linda di Chamounix), Gounod
(Faust and Mireilla), Meyerbeer (L’Africaine), Rossini (Semiramide), Verdi (Aida
and Il trovatore), Wagner (Lohengrin), and Weber (Der Freischütz), plus stars such
as sopranos Adelina Patti and Emma Nevada and contralto Sofia Scalchi.2 He
highlighted what was believed to be world-record attendance ( possibly over ninety
to one hundred thousand people)3 and revenues ($132,000)4 for such a festival by
suggesting that these results justified the construction of a permanent opera
house. With effusive pride the Chicago Tribune reported that
[Peck] desired to thank the people of this city for their generous attendance upon
Chicago’s first opera festival. It had been a success in every respect, and the management had done its best to accommodate and please the public. Their motto
had been “Music for the people”—splendid music, interpreted by the first artists
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Figure 1 Chicago’s Auditorium Building, c. 1889. The tower marks the entrance to the
theater, while the three arches facing the park offer entry to the hotel. Photo from
America from Alaska to the Gulf of Mexico, Series 1, ed. G. R. Cromwell (New York:
James Clarke, 1894).

of the world. The management had accomplished a task that could have been
accomplished in no other city in the world—that of constructing this great auditorium in six weeks and producing upon its stage thirteen different operas. This had
shown what Chicago would and could do, and he hoped that people would look
upon this as a stepping-stone to a great permanent hall where similar enterprises
would have a home. [Applause.]5

Peck rode the tide of applause to assert Chicago’s needs for a large public auditorium and preached the advantages of such a hall. He saw in music, and opera in
particular, a means for the city and its people to fulfill their pioneering destiny—
a way to provide for the continuing refinement of the civic enterprise. The
Tribune continued, quoting from Peck’s speech:
The continuation of this annual festival, with magnificent music, at prices within
the reach of all, would have a tendency to diminish crime and Socialism in our city
by educating the masses to higher things.
[Applause . . . ] In conclusion, [Peck] desired to express his thanks to the directors
who had assisted him so materially, to the men in the employ of the association, to
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Mr. Milward Adams, who had so ably cared for the public in the auditorium, and to
the press of the Northwest, which had been so magnanimous in its treatment of the
enterprise. The festival had been given with no regard to monetary gain, and it had
been a great success socially, financially, and artistically. [Applause.]6

This tripartite combination of social, financial, and artistic components generated,
along with civic pride, the impulse behind Chicago’s Auditorium Building (1889– ).
Architects Dankmar Adler and Louis Sullivan typically are credited by historians
with its design, which would be true if the building could be considered as distinct
from its social and artistic context. In this sense, however, Ferdinand Peck (fig. 2)
should be considered one of the principal designers of the Auditorium Building as
social project. The structural ingenuity necessary to create this building required
not just new strategies of integrating iron and masonry, balancing enormous loads
on floating foundations, and enhancing space with allegorical art nouveau decoration; it also required the engineering of cultural production—the adaptation of
European musical practice to a Gilded Age American industrial city.

Figure 2 Ferdinand Wythe Peck (1848– 1924), the social entrepreneur driving the
Auditorium project. From W. S. B. Mathews, A Hundred Years of Music in America
(Chicago: G. L. Howe, 1889), 321.
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Figure 3 Conceptual mechanism of Chicago’s Auditorium Theater as expressed by
Peck. Presented as three interlocking gears (figure created by author).

Peck’s innovation was the creation of a mechanism for producing opera—a cultural machine—that envisioned the work of culture as the mutual interdependence
of social, financial, and artistic components. The Chicago Opera Festival, which
used a temporary wooden theater designed by Adler and Sullivan to Peck’s requirements, served as the test case—the prototype—to demonstrate the practical utility
of his design.7 Figure 3 illustrates the fundamental conception of Peck’s invention
by showing each of these three components as gears, in which the motion of one
requires the motion of all and the movement of any propels the system as a whole.
Thus an artistic triumph would drive ticket sales and bring the community
together in a shared experience. A huge donation would pay the fees for increasingly famous artists, who in turn would attract audiences and sell more tickets.
The hosting of a charity concert would bring in money for a social cause and thus
provide for yet more performances. Similarly, impedance in any part would detract
from the whole: artistic failure, social scandal, or financial distress would each add
friction, reducing the musical productivity of such a cultural engine. In sum, this
multigeared mechanism, integrating the financial, artistic, and social resources of
an institutional system, may be seen as guiding the production of culture in
Chicago explicitly in terms of the Auditorium but also as an intriguing analytical
approach for understanding cultural institutions in other contexts.

The Auditorium Building: Balancing the Social, Financial, and
Artistic
In western European musical parlance, “opera house” refers to a theater built
for the presentation of drama in which the actors generally sing throughout.
Yet nineteenth-century America, in an essentially postcolonial context with its
attendant anxieties over cultural legitimacy, incorporated the notion of an
“opera” house or house for opera differently, ironically connecting more to its
Latin etymological roots than to European usage. The word opera came through
Latin into Italian, where it developed into a specific musical term from its
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origins as the plural of opus, meaning “work.” The American opera house likewise has been a plural conception: a multiuse civic space performing a variety
of cultural work: economic, social, and artistic. This fusing of civic, business,
and artistic functions was increasingly true in the late nineteenth century and
outside the major urban centers, when the desire for the prestige of an opera
house encouraged smaller and less affluent communities to build their own. By
combining functions, the cost of an opera house could be spread across a
number of civic initiatives, making the house for musical works into a home
for many and varied uses. For example, the “opera house” (1890–) in Woodstock,
Illinois, outside of Chicago also houses the public library, council chambers,
justice court, and fire station, while the city hall and theater are combined in the
opera house of Rochester, New Hampshire (1908–).8 Even New York’s [Old]
Metropolitan Opera House (opened 1883) included street-level commercial spaces,
a second floor with ballrooms and a restaurant, and apartments for bachelors in
the corner blocks.9
As the realization of Peck’s vision in 1889, Chicago’s Auditorium represents
the ascendancy and possibly the early apex of this many-faceted notion of the
opera house as civic center. Rather than offering a home for music drama
alone, it housed a consortium of private and public enterprise to invite the
broadest range of patrons and their purposes through its doors. It comprised
not only a state-of-the-art theater plus a smaller recital/lecture hall, but also a
hotel, office and retail rental spaces, three restaurants, a bar, a music conservatory, a public observation deck, an artesian well, and even a Coast Guard signal
station on its roof. Chicago’s Auditorium was not only a public hall, but also a
comprehensive system of economic, social, and artistic production—a cultural
engine—that would house, support, and inspire. Driving this mechanism was a
second creation, the Auditorium Association, a board of stockholders that
governed the engine’s operation. Founded in 1886, the association’s board met
frequently during the design and construction of the Auditorium Building
and annually with all stockholders. Ferdinand Peck served as the association’s
first president.10
My suggestion is that in the American context, the prime mover of culture is
not the patron, composer, performer, or even listener, but rather the institution
that brings these actors into relation to one another. Such relationships are
inherent to an institutional structuring of culture. These institutions develop and
propel a particular use of culture for a particular purpose in a specific place.
Thus, to find out what opera was in Gilded Age Chicago, we can analyze not only
the happenings on its stage but also the relationships supporting its primary
institution—the Chicago Auditorium Association and its building project, the
Auditorium Building. These relationships in turn created cultural practice. They
inspired and enabled the art practiced by the organization—they functioned as an
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institutional machine or even muse, producing art and shaping the character and
expression of that art. The essential theoretical shift in this ontology of American
culture from work of art to work of an institution extends Karol Berger’s exploration in A Theory of Art.11 Berger rephrases the question of “what is art” as “what is
art for?” Thus, for Berger, purpose begets definition. Taking Berger a step
further, his query can be reconceived as “how does art work?” Thus, use begets
purpose, which begets essence. In sum, by exploring the workings of an opera
house in the institutional formulation of the social, financial, and artistic activities identified as crucial by its builders, the use of music reveals its purpose in a
particular time and place and thus its ontological configuration. What Berger’s
formulation accomplishes is the destabilizing of music’s ontology. Music
is neither a thing nor an activity, as Christopher Small would have it, but rather
a tool (thing) used (activity) by its makers ( people) to accomplish a specific
task (goal).12
Chicago’s Auditorium Building offers an especially interesting case study in
this analytical approach of ontology derived from practice, because one of its
architects’ aesthetic principles—that form follows function—helps answer its
primary question. Although derived from the ideas of American sculptor Horatio
Greenough,13 it was Louis Sullivan, the so-called father of modern architecture,
who popularized the phrase “form ever follows function.” He summarized this
idea in a poem published in Lippincott’s Monthly Magazine in 1896:
It is the pervading law of all things organic and inorganic,
Of all things physical and metaphysical,
Of all things human and all things super-human,
Of all true manifestations of the head,
Of the heart, of the soul,
That the life is recognizable in its expression,
That form ever follows function. This is the law.14

Thus the form of the Auditorium Building promises to serve as an excellent entry
point for a deeper examination of its function and thus the function of opera in
Chicago as conceived by Ferdinand Peck and his Auditorium Association. By
examining the building, we can identify the function, purpose, and nature of
opera in Gilded Age Chicago and further understand the manner in which the
social, financial, and artistic components contributed to the workings of Chicago
culture. Chicago’s Auditorium thrived intermittently over the course of four
decades during times when the components of its cultural mechanism worked
together, each amplifying the effort of the other, and thus the remainder of this
essay will explore its three main components outlined by Peck: the social, financial, and artistic.
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The Social
The first component in Peck’s cultural design was the social. Harmonizing
opera’s elite associations with late nineteenth-century midwestern democratic
ideology was among his top priorities for Chicago’s Auditorium Building. Rather
than a social revolution (and the certain disruption of the base of power held by
Chicago’s industrial barons), Peck’s strategy built upon the status quo by creating
space for a broader segment of Chicago’s public. The Auditorium celebrated the
city’s working class and recognized the interdependence of business owners and
workers, while affirming the distinctions between them. Thus, the Auditorium
was intended to help resolve class tension without eliminating class difference, in
effect serving to justify and perpetuate class hierarchy while ameliorating certain
features. The Auditorium would be “democratic”—a multiuse opera house that
would rebalance and preserve, refine, and extend the social order.
One tactic for asserting the Auditorium’s democratic identity lay in its seating
plan. With over four thousand seats, the Auditorium would include nearly all
willing participants and define the roles of patron and worker alike. Peck directed
his architects to limit box seating. Rather than include horseshoe-shaped tiers of
boxes as in La Scala (opened 1778) or the old Metropolitan, the Auditorium contains only forty boxes holding about two hundred people.15 These appear only
along the sides of the theater (twelve boxes at midlevel and eight below on each
side; see fig. 4). This design eliminated what were usually the most prestigious
boxes at the center rear of the hall, as well as the prominent proscenium boxes.
Peck had adopted this arrangement before in the temporary Grand Opera Hall
for the 1885 festival. In both cases, Adler and Sullivan seem to have privileged the
boxes’ function as places to be seen, rather than to see. Sullivan confirmed this
thinking: “We are democratic in America and the masses demand the best seats.
The boxes, you see, are on the sides and do not furnish the best possible view. In
the imperial theaters the boxes are closed and take up all the best part of the
house. Those occupying boxes in America desire to be seen, probably, more than
they desire to see.”16
Thus, form follows function. The open fronts of the Auditorium’s boxes face
out to the parquet seating instead of in toward the stage, and the room’s sight
lines allow the boxes to be seen from nearly every seat in the house.17 Sitting in a
box brought notoriety. Even if occupants went unrecognized, their names often
appeared in local newspapers. Prestige was granted, but qualified. Sullivan’s
design also limited the boxes’ traditional benefit as private space. Unlike at the
Metropolitan, no exclusive anteroom was attached to boxes in the Auditorium,
and no part of the boxes was fully shielded from public view, as this would have
run counter both to their function as display and to their role in elite control (see
fig. 5).18 Only half walls divided the spaces. While curtains at the back and sides
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Figure 4 Auditorium seating as depicted from the second tier of boxes at the theater’s
dedication, December 9, 1889. Note that boxes appear along the side wall only,
freeing up space for expansive main floor and balcony seating, and that the two upper
galleries are kept close to the stage. From “Pride of All Chicago,” Chicago Herald,
December 10, 1889, 1.

could be extended to separate the boxes from each other, the people in the boxes
were always held under the gaze of the rest of the audience. Single columns
separated the upper tiers, while ornamental fronts on the lower level formed an
arcade that made it difficult for those sitting in the rear of the box to see the
stage. Adler and Sullivan’s design thus reduced the value of status in the
Auditorium, exposing the priority of pretension over artistry in seat selection and
making the house more democratic by giving the best theatrical experience to the
more populated galleries. The architects effectively charged an artistic luxury tax
of poor views for the privilege of visibility. Further, the behavior of each box
inhabitant was on display, and thus elite behavior was tempered and bound to the
Auditorium’s decorum. The elite were thus encouraged to be sensitive to the listening experience of those in the orchestra and gallery seats. Business deals
could not be negotiated during a performance; debutantes could not comfortably
discuss the latest fashions.
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Figure 5 The lower tier of Auditorium box seats (a place to be seen) and the regular
orchestra seating in front with superior sight lines (a place to see). From Chicago
Herald, October 20, 1892.

This democratic impulse to seating design included the theater’s enormous
capacity of 4,237 patrons, supposedly the largest capacity of any opera house in
the world at the time, which allowed ticket prices to be reduced by spreading the
cost of the stage production among a greater number of purchasers.19 This
expansion resulted directly from the policy of replacing low-capacity boxes with
expansive galleries.20 These held an extra 412 people on the main floor and 1,632
in the main balcony, nearly doubling the capacity of the house.21 Further, placed
directly in front of the stage, such additional seats offered some of the best
views. Patron and architects worked collaboratively, if sometimes acrimoniously,
on the design. Adler attended the frequent meetings of the Auditorium
Association’s executive committee.22 Peck’s comments also make it clear that the
disposition of seating reflected his own thinking. “The great opera houses of
Europe,” he wrote, “are all smaller in capacity, exclusive boxes occupying much
of the space. They are built rather for the few than for the masses—the titled
and the wealthy rather than for the people—lacking the broad democratic policy
of . . . [the] Auditorium.”23
The theater’s social design extended to a concern for sight and sound. Adler’s
acoustical strategy, based on engineer John Scott Russell’s “isacoustic curve,” in
which sound traveled congruently with sight lines, led to an unusually steep rake
of the theater’s seats.24 This slope enabled direct sound to reach all members of
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the audience, while also giving a clear view of the stage even to those in the least
expensive gallery seats. To keep the upper views from becoming too distant from
the stage, the topmost gallery was placed forward of the main balcony, thus
putting the audience in the lowest-priced seats in better proximity to the performers. Further, Sullivan’s decoration for the upper galleries retained similar florid
detail in its stairways, carpet, and lighting fixtures (although with notably less stenciling and grandeur of scale) and the appointments offered individual seats, rather
than the benches used in other theaters for their galleries. “The one great thing
that honors a man,” Peck was quoted as saying, “is to be an estimable citizen of
Chicago, and . . . the amount of money in his possession is a minor matter.”25
Such democratic rhetoric reinforced Peck’s tenet of respect for all classes, while
simultaneously creating spaces in which each class could be safely segregated.
Auditorium policies in distributing tickets were equally important to this philosophy. The date when ticket sales would begin for a particular event or series
was advertised in local papers, and all tickets were sold on a first-come, firstserved basis. The wealthy could not reserve seats in advance of the public sale.
Lines formed in the early morning hours for popular events, offering equal
access to anyone willing to wait.26 Boxes were sold on the same basis, unless they
were auctioned in advance to foster donations.27 Yet even in such cases,
Auditorium policy limited aristocratic pretension. Auditorium boxes were never
sold outright but were leased for a limited time period, nor did they become the
private domain of wealth. Tickets for a box could be purchased for a “season,”
but such seasons typically lasted only a couple of weeks—the duration of a
touring company’s visit to the city. For future events, boxes would be leased
again, thus making box holders an ever-changing group. Further, and despite
elite protest, box tickets were also sold for workingmen’s concerts, making the
trappings of privilege available to working-class attendees for fifty cents.28 Local
papers even attempted to treat working-class box holders as they did wealthy
patrons by printing their names in reviews. Indications are, however, that
working-class attendees preferred to remain anonymous.29
While the democratic ideology of the Auditorium as set forth by Peck, his architects, and the members of the association’s board was in no way revolutionary, it
adhered to progressive social concerns, authoring a mutually dependent social
contract. Workers remained workers and business moguls retained their riches,
while the Auditorium served as a simulacrum of the social order, expanding membership to those frequently excluded from participation and obligating those who
would be leaders to social patronage of the arts, in part for the benefit of the
working class. Workers were obligated in turn not to upset the smooth operation of
commerce, eschewing protest and unionization, and simply filling both their
appropriate seats in the upper galleries and their supporting roles in Chicago’s
economy with gratitude and due decorum. In this light, Peck’s statement in his
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closing speech at the opera festival becomes intelligible. The Auditorium would
reduce crime and the threat of socialism (in the 1880s this referred mainly to
worker unionization, not the red scare of the twentieth-century cold war) by enforcing a social truce among both high and low. Those who took their seats in the
Auditorium, whether in a gallery or box, accepted and extended the social status
quo. The Auditorium further served to broadcast news of this compact, reassuring
potential investors and laborers alike that Chicago was a city in which class discord
had been harmonized. Chicago, so the building implied, was a place where
investments and entrepreneurial efforts would be secure, and accounts in such
newspapers as the New York and London Times amplified this claim.

Finance: The Auditorium as Economic Engine
Essential to the workings of the Auditorium Building as a cultural machine was
the ability of supporting spaces around the theater to manufacture profit.
Earnings were intended to cover operational costs, pay dividends to stockholders,
and subsidize activities onstage. At least according to the sales rhetoric of Peck’s
pitch to prospective investors, the Auditorium would not run the fiscal deficits
characteristic of other similar American theater projects, including New York’s
Metropolitan and Cincinnati’s Music Hall. Low-risk rentals were to be the
Auditorium’s primary source of income. In this way, risk was to be borne by the
lessee, not the landlord—a business advantage that Peck knew well, as leasing
real estate was the source of his own fortune. The Auditorium’s multiuse spaces,
such as meeting rooms, retail shops, hotel quarters, and restaurants, would bring
in money at regular, predictable intervals over long-term leases, while also incorporating the building’s uses into the day-to-day lives of Chicagoans, who could
buy cosmetics from the Auditorium Pharmacy, have a drink at the Auditorium
bar, have lunch in the café, or rent rooms for a meeting or reception. Peck’s sales
pitch was unexpectedly successful. He raised over six million dollars to create the
most expensive building in the United States at the time. As the project’s grandeur increased even beyond what Peck had first envisioned, the Auditorium
became an even more effective signal beacon of Chicago’s postfire economic
recovery and strength. Yet the choice of which revenue-producing spaces to build
involved several factors: location, economics, and the project’s social and artistic
aspirations. These spaces were essential to the smooth operation of the
Auditorium cultural machine.

Office Spaces
The Auditorium’s 136 office spaces were rushed to completion in early 1889. The
association hoped to welcome tenants (and start collecting rent) in May.30 Leasing
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offices represented the ideal financial motor, offering strong profit margins and
minimal risk. Expectations were high. In March the association reported that
Wabash Avenue frontage was renting at twice the anticipated rate.31 The
Auditorium Tower, reaching to an unheard-of 270 feet above street level, also
commanded premium fees. These tower offices had better light and ventilation
and were farther removed from street noise than any other commercial space in
the city.32 Although tenants began moving in by the May opening date, it was not
until September that all occupants were accommodated.33
To speed construction and hold down costs, architectural ornament in the
office block was kept to a minimum. Yet Sullivan worked within the confines of
this simplicity to convey the function of the space in its design. Indeed, the unadorned iron, brick, tile, and stone testified to the Auditorium’s fireproof
construction—a valuable feature for tenants.34 More important, the design’s
simple strength, pragmatism, and functionality underscored the values of
Chicago business. The entrance to the office block, for example, was subtly
marked by two semicircular, dressed granite arches that rest upon a low, massive,
proto-Doric column. Rather than the triple arches of the hotel and theater, the
business entrance features a more modest pair rooted in the elemental strength
of the simplest Greek architectural order.
Except for the many florid cast-iron fireplaces in the offices, the decorative
opulence found in the theater and hotel was confined to the office block’s public
common areas, such as the entrance, lobby, stairways, and elevators. Here,
plant-inspired natural designs realized in bronzed iron captured some of the theater’s elegance. The city’s ingenuity was further celebrated in the achievements of
Chicago’s Winslow Brothers, metalworkers who transformed coarse iron into
vegetative tendrils to realize Sullivan’s fantastic organic traceries. Sullivan’s
designs praised the vitality and originality of Chicago’s entrepreneurs, while ameliorating the dangers of wealth. Nature references were intended to soften and
warm the cold stone of the office block—a move integral to the building’s progressive social rhetoric. In the Auditorium, the devil of wealth, Mammon, was to
be rehabilitated by commerce’s partnership with culture. Wealth was to be
pursued in the service of not just the self but also the community. Leasing an
office in the Auditorium thus helped the business owner appear philanthropic
because the rent was known to support the theater, and thus the prestige of an
Auditorium address reflected well on a business. Peck’s insight was to fuse the
acts of philanthropy and investment.
Possibly more valuable for the Auditorium’s investors than direct dividends
were the profits driven to related businesses that the new building inspired. The
Auditorium helped transform Chicago’s South Loop business district into a
musical and cultural mecca, pulling associated business to the Wabash-CongressMichigan Avenue district. Many of the city’s music stores moved nearby to reach
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customers brought to the area by the building, forming what became known as
Chicago’s Music Row. In 1889 the music trade journal Presto predicted that “a
large share of [Wabash Avenue’s] growth will come from the music trade.”35 Later
that year, George W. Lyon established Lyon and Potter with six floors of musical
goods at 174–176 Wabash,36 and in 1891 the piano and organ manufacturer
W. W. Kimball opened a showroom on the southwest corner of Wabash and
Jackson. By that time, at least five music schools and thirteen music stores had
Wabash addresses.37 The Auditorium similarly fostered an alternative theater
district to rival Randolph Street. Joined by the Fine Arts Building and its
Studebaker Theater (1898) immediately to the north,38 which featured Englishlanguage opera, and the Blackstone Theater (1910) to the south, the Auditorium
eventually stood at the center of a thriving theater/music industry matrix.39
When Orchestra Hall opened a few blocks away along Michigan Avenue in
December 1904,40 Music Row’s identity was firmly established.41

Retail Spaces
Although its retail spaces provided rentals, the Auditorium’s street frontage also
served purposes more social than commercial. The hotel lobby, reading room, café,
and restaurant all took up valuable ground-floor commercial space that could have
produced additional outside income. Independent shops could rent space only on
the Wabash side of the building. Occupying the premier commercial space on the
corner of Wabash and Congress was the Auditorium Pharmacy and its perfume
store.42 Featuring beauty products, the shop took advantage of its location within
the Wabash fashion and housewares district, as well as the proximity it enjoyed
to the Auditorium’s women’s restaurant and beauty salon. The pharmacy also
produced its own cosmetic—Auditorium Cold Cream (Fig. 6)—advertised as an

Figure 6 Auditorium Pharmacy cold cream advertisement, c. 1890s. Swindall
collection, used by permission.
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Figure 7 “Auditorium Brand” coffee can label, n.d. Author’s personal collection.

“emblem of purity” and sold for fifty cents a jar. American soprano Emma Eames
testified in an advertisement letter supporting the product, writing, “I find your
cold cream most excellent and very soothing to the skin.”43 Another company to
trade upon the Auditorium’s name was Chicago’s Buckeye Pure Food Company,
which sold “Auditorium Brand” coffee (fig. 7).44 A barbershop was located next to
the beauty salon, both operated by the hotel.45 While a prominent component of
the building’s economic structure, retail space provided comparatively little
income. Its real benefit was to integrate day-to-day activities with the opera house,
making a trip to the Auditorium routine and placing reminders in the home of the
Auditorium’s associations with the good life.

The Auditorium Hotel: An Ineffective Design
Despite hopes that the hotel’s four hundred rooms would deliver the largest
share of the building’s income, the Auditorium Association did little during the
planning stages to assure its success.46 Neither Adler nor Sullivan had any
experience designing hotels, and no expert was consulted during the initial
design phase to make certain that the many components of the hotel would work
in harmony. Not until October 1888, well after plans for the hotel were approved,
did the association begin seriously to consider its management.47 Before a contract was signed, prospective managers insisted on adding a banquet hall48 and
required the association to pay a third of the salary for a hotel consultant to work
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with Adler and Sullivan until the building was finished.49 The Auditorium’s enormous theater space in the center of the building left only a shallow corridor
between the rear stage area and the street for the hotel, which complicated and
compromised its design.50 As a result, the hotel, particularly in the years before
corrective remodelings, suffered from spatial inefficiencies that reduced profits.51
Yet this neglect also reflected the priorities of Peck and the association. Resources
and space were given preferentially to the Auditorium’s public areas instead of its
guest rooms—a choice suggesting that the hotel served purposes other than maximizing income.
Adding a hotel to the Auditorium was not simply a financial decision.
Convenient on-site accommodations proved advantageous to the Auditorium’s
roles as theater and convention hall. Its kitchens and social spaces provided catering and meeting rooms for Auditorium events, including receptions, charity
balls, and other society functions.52 A large proportion of the hotel’s already
limited space was given over to function rooms, a banquet hall, and two separate
kitchens, as well as for refrigerated and dry food storage. The hotel’s comfort and
thus profitability might have been better served if some of this space had been
used for guest rooms, especially by including private baths.53
Yet the association’s social strategies were in many ways a success. The building’s reputation made its two reception rooms the most popular places to
welcome Chicago’s visiting dignitaries. The largest events made use of temporary
flooring that could be extended over the theater’s parquet seats to form a reception or meeting hall for up to twelve thousand people.54 Despite being a lastminute addition, the exquisitely decorated banquet hall offered one of Chicago’s
most spectacular social spaces. The hotel’s main restaurant, built on the tenth
floor so that cooking odors could be vented through the roof, as well as the two
ground-floor eateries, provided lunch and dinner to out-of-towners as well as
locals. Long after other downtown restaurants had closed for the evening, the
Auditorium’s food emporia remained open, catching the crowds after performances.55 Even with its design problems and labor inefficiencies, the Auditorium
Hotel immediately challenged the economic and social dominance of the city’s
other leading establishments, such as the Palmer House and the Grand Pacific.56
Particularly telling is that the Auditorium Hotel charged up to four dollars a
night for rooms during the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893. Only two
other Chicago hotels, the Hotel Woodruff and the Hotel Metropole, were able to
demand such a premium rate.57
While it is all but a truism to state that money is the sine qua non of cultural
practice, few studies of music’s history fully address the art’s economic dynamics.
The economic accomplishments of the Auditorium Building were several. Most
important, it set a precedent for cultural philanthropy in Chicago that transformed
donations for the arts into civic investments and required their continuation. The
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building also deepened links between business and performance by placing a
theater at the heart of a cultural economic zone. Further, the project forged new
connections between Chicagoans and culture by bringing people to the city’s
premier musical venue as part of their day-to-day lives. As a direct financial
subsidy for artistic practice, the Auditorium was never terribly successful. The
theater ran deficits that the building’s income could not cover. In fact, the
Auditorium Building returned a profit in only one year (1893–94), when hotel
income spiked from the World’s Columbian Exposition and Imre Kiralfy’s huge
allegorical pageant America filled the theater’s seats every day for months on end.
After the building’s opening 1889–90 gala season, the project and its progressive
social dreams were increasingly compromised by this financial insecurity.

Artistry
The final component of Peck’s cultural engineering was the artistic. Because we
lack recordings and other objective, comparable artistic accounts from the nineteenth century, the artistic component is all too easily left out of analyses of
Gilded Age culture in the United States.58 Yet this is a mistake. Not only were
certain patrons strong devotees of the arts who gained deep personal satisfaction
and pleasure from the musical performances they sponsored, but their social and
financial concerns were tempered, if not at times trumped, by the artistic. Peck,
for example, was an ardent opera lover and named such “old” operas as Gounod’s
Faust (1859), Verdi’s Il trovatore (1853), and Balfe’s The Bohemian Girl (1843) as his
personal favorites.59 Further (and more important to this analysis), social and
financial goals were facilitated by, rather than perpetually in competition with,
artistic success. This was Peck’s vision, and evidence for the interrelationship of
these three components can be found throughout the Auditorium’s design and
operational practices. The building was art. It was intended to house and nurture
art. In particular, it was hoped that the building’s financial and social success
would inspire the further development of opera, especially an American repertory
and school of composers, nurtured by audience support and the technical
advances of the theater’s stage mechanism.
Perhaps the greatest architectural influence on Chicago’s Auditorium was
Richard Wagner’s Bayreuth Festspielhaus, which was similarly propelled by an
operatic aesthetic.60 Built from 1872 to 1876, the 1,800-seat theater used a Greek
amphitheater plan to give all spectators a clear view of the stage. Boxes were
present but placed at the rear of the audience, reducing their effectiveness for
display. Balconies and galleries, typically the seats of poorer classes, were eliminated. No inexpensive seats were made available. Instead, Bayreuth encouraged
the formation of Wagner clubs, through which members of modest means could
pool their resources to purchase certificates entitling them to seats at the theater
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that would then be shared among members. It is difficult, however, to call these
arrangements “democratic,” since Bayreuth’s isolated location in a tiny town far
outside of Munich made attendance at Wagner’s lengthy festivals accessible primarily to a well-heeled audience.61
The ideological parallels between Bayreuth and Chicago’s Auditorium revolve
around the bold assertion of national identity through cultural means. While
Wagner hoped to transform German art in his own image, Chicago used the
Auditorium both to assert the strength of American culture as well as to proclaim
its own arrival as a premier international city. Bayreuth’s influence on the
Auditorium might be best located in their common aspiration to advance art.
Wagner’s seating plan, for example, is better understood as aesthetic—what the
composer himself called “a bold call for the participation of the spectator’s imaginative power . . . in order to transport him into a world of music.”62 The intimacy of
Bayreuth’s relatively small audience and the elimination of aisles dividing the audience, so that all sat in continuous arcs around the stage, intensified the dramatic
experience, bringing the audience closer to the action and requiring polished acting
by the vocalists. Bayreuth’s most radical innovation further reduced the distance
between audience and drama. Typically, the orchestra pit separates the stage area
from the seating, but at Bayreuth the audience sits closer, with the orchestra performing from under the stage; the music rises through the floor, emanating from
the point of the drama. The coincidental muting of the orchestra also helps the
voices to be heard over Wagner’s massive orchestrations. Early drawings for the
Auditorium’s orchestra pit used this Bayreuth design.63 Further, innovations such as
the suspension of the Auditorium organ’s cathedral chimes in the fly loft drew from
the same impulse toward realism by placing narrative sound effects on the stage.
Reflecting Wagner’s limited funds, the designs for Bayreuth used resources
not for a monumental facade or luxurious appointments, but in the service of
drama itself. Using the most advanced stage and lighting machinery then available, Wagner hoped to raise production values to reach “the utmost possible
achievement of sublime illusion.”64 In a similar spirit, the Auditorium’s hydraulic stage, central controls, and rotating panorama enhanced the resources of
operatic stagecraft. To inspire directors and composers alike, the Auditorium
Association did not economize on its stage apparatus, boasting that over $175,000
had been spent on the equipment alone.65 America’s industrial revolution had
been driven by technology, and many who benefited from it—especially among
the Auditorium’s elite patrons—believed deeply in the power of American innovation.66 Railroads, grain elevators, McCormick’s reapers, refrigerated boxcars,
and the disassembly lines of meatpacking houses, among countless other inventions, had made Chicago’s economic growth possible. Likewise, technology would
help make the Auditorium a marvel of American enterprise and, in turn, inspire
artistic innovation. Peck was proud to have the most advanced stage in the world
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and to have directed money toward making it so. It was hoped that these
resources would enhance the work of the artists, engage the attention of the
audience, and nurture the art of opera in the United States, possibly inspiring a
florescence of American opera composition.67
Ultimately, the Auditorium’s facilities derived from two main sources: Adler’s
expertise and the borrowing of the most innovative European technologies.
Dankmar Adler exemplified the Chicago architectural school’s emphasis on structure over ornament and pragmatism over fashion. A published expert in theater
design, Adler gave detailed attention to fireproofing, acoustics, sightlines, mechanics, and such practical requirements as scenery storage, dressing rooms, and
the number of stagehands required.68
In April 1888 the Auditorium Association sent Milward Adams, soon to be
hired as the theater’s manager, to Hungary to examine the Asphaelia system
stage machinery at the recently built Budapest National Opera House (dedicated
in 1884).69 Peck followed during the summer; and in August, Adler and John
Bairstow, the Auditorium’s head stage carpenter, traveled for further European
research. After visiting major theaters in England, France, Germany (including
Bayreuth), and Austria –Hungary, they decided that the Asphaelia system was best
suited to conditions in the Auditorium, where the relatively small dimensions of
the stage required efficiency and flexibility.
The Asphaelia Gesellschaft had been organized in response to the 1881
Ringtheater fire in Vienna.70 The group took advantage of recent mechanical and
scientific research to update theater design and stagecraft, improving fire and
stage safety while making backstage work more flexible and efficient. Mechanical
winches and automated stage traps made scene changes faster, and their reliance
on central controls reduced labor costs. With the Asphaelia system, just a few
stagehands could do the work formerly done by many. Only three other cities, all
in Europe, possessed theaters with similarly modern stage equipment: Budapest,
Prague, and Halle.71
The Auditorium Association hoped that such sophisticated stage equipment
would be a “permanent attraction”72 of Chicago’s new theater, strengthening the
realism of the mise-en-scène and helping performers better capture the imagination of their audiences. Among the most remarkable stage appointments was
a system of hydraulic rams and traps that allowed the entire stage, or just
sections of it, to be raised and lowered. Four bridges (fig. 8) and twelve stage
traps could be adjusted independently to various heights up to eighteen feet
below the stage and thirty-one feet above, accommodating a wide variety of
arrangements, including seating for a large festival choir.73 A “star lift” could
introduce a single singer to the stage from below. In addition, the traps could be
rocked during performance to simulate wave motion.74 As a writer in the
Tribune explained:
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Figure 8 Auditorium stage’s four bridges set as a continuous ramp, c. 1889. Courtesy
Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, HABS IL-1007-92.

A goblin or fiend may shoot up as quick as lightning, or a ghost rise slowly into
view. No need any longer to depend on the effects of an imperfect perspective
and an occasional rock to represent the valley in which old Rip Van Winkle
appears. A real valley can be produced on the stage by someone on the stage
floor touching a few brass handles and knobs, when the traps will rise or drop
and give the desired elevations and depressions. No need of any makeshifts to
produce the impression of a ship at sea. H. M. S. Pinafore can appear rocked by
the waves.75

A central switchboard controlled the rams and more than a thousand stage lights.
Mechanical winches or “travelers” enabled the operator to bring scenery from the
wings onto the stage with the pull of a lever. Such devices, further updated from
Asphaelia’s original Budapest design, allowed Chicagoans to claim the most sophisticated stage in the world.76
These stage mechanics also enhanced the house’s democratic principles. Set
changes onstage at New York’s original Metropolitan Opera House were notoriously slow by comparison, necessitating additional break periods between scenes
that spurred further socializing in the private boxes that dominated the house. In
the “democratic” environs of the Auditorium, however, such time for socializing
was seen as an annoying, elitist delay. Thus the automated and improved
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Asphaelia system greatly reduced the time needed for set changes and limited
social time to regular intermissions between acts, when all patrons would leave
their seats to interact in the common areas and lounges.

The Social Benefits of Nineteenth-Century Touring Companies
The appointments of the Auditorium stage were built explicitly to attract and serve
late nineteenth-century touring companies. The theater’s extraordinary capacity
and thus its potential to host large paying audiences helped lure New York’s starstudded opera troupes, such as those run by the Metropolitan, Henry Abbey,
Maurice Grau, and Colonel James Mapleson, to Chicago for short, festival runs. To
please star singers, Adler included six sumptuously appointed dressing rooms to
the north and south of the stage. Another twenty dressing rooms were built to the
north of the stage in the Studebaker addition.77 Each was carpeted and lit with gaslights to assist makeup application and contained an electric bell wired to the
prompter’s box, so that singers could be cued to appear.78 Every group of four dressing rooms formed a suite with a single bath. Milward Adams even suggested a
backstage reception room where the evening’s principals could meet fans. This
room was reached from behind the boxes on the south wall.79
The Auditorium stage included sixty fly beams and 125 painted drops or backgrounds, providing sets for thirty standard operas. More than three hundred
pieces of standard scenery were owned by the house, including thirty-three-foot
trees, a twenty-four-by-thirty-six-foot tomb for Verdi’s Aida, and a thirty-eight-foot
tower for Otello.80 This was because nineteenth-century touring companies
did not carry their own sets, relying on the host theaters to supply them.
The Auditorium Association invested heavily in such sets to enhance theatrical
illusion and to attract the best companies. To be profitable, touring companies
performed a number of operas in their short runs, often changing repertory daily
to keep audiences returning night after night. They also lacked understudy
support for leading roles. If a star singer was unable to perform, the scheduled
opera was likely to be changed; rather than cancel the performance and lose
revenue, companies would simply substitute a different opera. The Auditorium’s
multitude of sets allowed almost any standard repertory work to be staged on
short notice. Thus the artistic components of the stage also helped mitigate
financial risk, which in turn encouraged touring companies to favor Chicago.
Many companies visited Chicago twice on each national tour, stopping once
on the journey west and again on the way back.81 For Peck, the rapid succession
of nonresident touring companies meant variety, which in turn meant serving
the needs and tastes of a broader segment of Chicago’s populace. Such variety
was key to the Auditorium’s social strategy.
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Success and Failure: The Institutional Muse
Rather than operating in perpetual conflict, the social, financial, and artistic components of American culture were thought to have been brought into equilibrium
in the cultural implement that was the Auditorium Building. This was a dynamic
equilibrium, capable of adjustments to circumstance, but one limited by venue
design, social rhetoric, and economics. The results were mixed, and examining
the successes as compared to the failures reveals much about the design and
operation of the Auditorium machine as a cultural generator. It also reveals how
the machine manufactured culture; or maybe, more accurately, it reveals the creative contribution of the institution to cultural practice. As a set of relationships,
operations, and possibilities (some malleable and others less so), Chicago’s
Auditorium Building and the Auditorium Association asserted a controlling influence that shaped cultural practice under their auspices. The unwritten social
bylaws, operating costs, and artistic potential of the theater demanded blockbuster
events that appealed to a broad cross-section of Chicagoans and that carried the
artistic prestige to inspire blanket press coverage and its attendant free publicity.
However, the Auditorium’s muse also asserted more subtle influences, which
can be best seen in the events that offered its greatest triumphs and most
critical failures.

The Auditorium’s Inaugural Season
The goals of the Auditorium Association were met most closely by the monthlong
season of opera, choral works, and other events that inaugurated the Auditorium
in December 1889 and January 1890. This first month of dedication activities
reveals the Auditorium functioning as its designers had hoped. At this time
the association had capital to spend and asserted strong control of the theater’s
operation (over time both these components would decline). It also benefited
from the unending hyperbolic praise of a local press excited about the new
venture. The accompanying list of events (table 1) from this inaugural celebration
shows the wide variety of activities hosted by the Auditorium Association to
propel its social, financial, and artistic goals.
The opening four-week opera festival featured twenty-one performances of
fourteen operas, for a total audience reported to be more than one hundred thousand and with gross receipts of $232,954.82 Standing-room tickets boosted the
attendance for several operas to more than six thousand, while the dedication ceremony on December 10 was attended by a crowd estimated at ten thousand
inside the Auditorium and twice that on the streets outside (see fig. 9). The
repertory included two of Peck’s personal favorites—Faust and Il trovatore—along
with several of the works and composers featured in the 1885 festival that had
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Event

December 1889
9
Theater dedication
10
Gounod, Roméo et Juliette
11
Rossini, Guillaume Tell
12
Gounod, Faust
13
Verdi, Il trovatore
14
Donizetti, Lucia di Lammermoor
16
Verdi, Aida
17
Rossini, Semiramide
19
Rossini, Guillaume Tell
20
Verdi, Il trovatore
21
Flotow, Martha
22
Lecture, “Socialism in England” by Percival Chubb for first meeting
of revitalized Chicago Economic Conference in Auditorium Recital Hall
23
Meyerbeer, Les Huguenots
24
Verdi, La traviata
25
Messiah, 1st subscription concert
26
Verdi, Aida
27
Bellini, La sonnambula

Date

Albani, Ravelli
Patti, Ravelli
Apollo Club with Nordica
Tamagno, Nordica
Patti, Ravelli

Adelina Patti, Clarence Eddy (organ)
Patti, Giuseppe Del Puente
Francesco Tamagno, Giulia Valda
Emma Albani, Luigi Ravelli
Tamagno, Valda
Patti, Ravelli
Tamagno, Lillian Nordica
Patti, Guerrina Fabbri
Tamagno, Valda
Nordica, Tamagno
Patti, Ravelli

Primary performers
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Gounod, Faust (Sat. matinee)
Messiah, 1st Workingmen’s Concert
Chicago Tribune contains editorial letters debating wageworker
concerts
Talk by Rev. J. S. Huntington on “The Church in Its
Relation to Social Reform,” Chicago Economic Conference
Donizetti, Lucia di Lammermoor
Meyerbeer, Les Huguenots

Second Regiment
Johnny Hand’s Orchestra

Patti, Arturo Marescalchi

Patti, Fabbri
Tamagno, Albani

Patti, Ravelli
Albani, Ravelli

Albani, Enrico Vicini
Apollo Club with Nordica

Table 1. Events during the first month of the Auditorium Theater’s operation (operas offered by the Abbey and Grau Grand Italian Opera Company)

30
31
January 1890
1
Rossini, Semiramide
2, 3
Verdi, Otello
3
Charity Ball seat auction raises $5,800
3
Lecture by Prof. Alexander Winchell on “The Paleontological
Evidences of Evolution”
4
Rossini, Barber of Seville
5
Open letter to Ferdinand Peck and the Auditorium Association
concerning “Auditorium Saloon” from Federal Labor
Union Local 2696; reply published on Jan. 7 in Chicago Tribune
5
Lecture by Edward O. Brown (free-trade supporter) on
“The Abolition of Privilege,” Chicago Economic Conference
7
Lecture by Princess Engalitcheff of Russia on “St. Petersburg Society”
9
Fourth Annual Charity Ball

29

28
28
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Figure 9 Adelina Patti singing at the Auditorium’s dedication, from Chicago Tribune,
December 10, 1889. Note the temporary stage boxes added for President Benjamin
Harrison and Vice President Levi Morton, as well as Ferdinand Peck.

helped propel the Auditorium idea. This time Abbey and Grau served as impresarios, and soprano Adelina Patti headlined the casts as Juliette, Lucia, Martha,
Violetta, Amina, Semiramide, and Rosina, providing the star power to dedicate
the theater and bring in overflow audiences. While Patti’s voice was beginning to
show signs of decline, tenor Francesco Tamagno, making his American debut,
impressed critics and audiences alike with both his voice and acting in the
parts of Arnold, Manrico, Radames, and Otello—the role he had created for
Verdi’s world premiere two years earlier. Others in the casts, notably Luigi
Ravelli and Lillian Nordica, further propelled the festival’s artistic success. The
praise of the opening performances on the front page of the New York Times
and its lament in an editorial that the Auditorium provided what “New-York up
to the present time conspicuously lacks” could only have thrilled Chicago’s
boosters.83 The Auditorium’s extensive stage appointments and mechanics
also proved their worth when Les Huguenots had to be substituted for Otello on
New Year’s Eve after Tamagno and many others in the company came down
with influenza.84
The festival’s receipts pleased all the collaborators and exceeded the gross of
the 1885 festival by over a hundred thousand dollars. This windfall supported the
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enormous all-star casts, the company, and the venue, even as many of the
Auditorium’s auxiliary commercial spaces (including the hotel and restaurants)
had yet to open. Indirect profits were also clearly made by related businesses,
especially in clothing and jewelry to outfit well-to-do audience members. One
Tribune article joked that Patti and Santa Claus were in competition, since shoppers who might wait until the last minute to pick up their holiday gifts would
find the department stores picked clean of clothing and fashion accessories previously purchased for the opera.85
On the social front, Chicago’s premier mixed vocal ensemble, the Apollo
Chorus, moved to the Auditorium from its previous home at Central Music Hall
and helped fulfill the association’s desire to serve all classes by following its
regular subscription concerts with repeat performances for working-class attendees. This desire to meet the cultural needs of labor (simultaneously accommodating and controlling) had been part of the Auditorium’s mission since
Chicago’s Haymarket killings of May 1886. Tickets for these “workingmen’s
concerts” were heavily discounted at ten, fifteen, and twenty-five cents apiece and
distributed through local businesses to wageworkers earning not more than
fifteen dollars a week. Twenty-two thousand workers were said to have applied for
the four thousand available seats to hear the first such performance—Handel’s
Messiah with soprano Lillian Nordica—and four such concerts were given during
the Auditorium’s first year.86
Potentially even more significant to Peck’s dream of resolving class tension
were the ways in which the Auditorium catalyzed local discussions of class
issues, creating a social counterpoint to parallel the hall’s musical interactions.
The Apollo Club concerts inspired newspaper editorials that debated whether
such an act of charity was “Un-American” because it created two castes.87
Further, the opening of the Auditorium also led to a reinvigoration of the
Chicago Economic Conference, a strategic initiative to bring business and labor
leaders into conversations on topics of mutual interest. Beginning in April 1888,
the organization had held a single season of seven weekly meetings during
which a guest speaker was given the floor, and the audience (which included a
core of widely divergent local leaders representing business and labor) remained
silent (interruptions and “miscellaneous conversation” were forbidden) until a
discussion period, when questions were posed in a “respectful manner.”88 Such a
format was intended to keep the dialogue productive. With the opening of the
Auditorium, a series of the same name was resurrected, beginning with a
December 22 talk by English socialist representative Percival Chubb, who spoke
to the topic of “Socialism in England.” Held in the Auditorium Recital Hall and
attended by 500, the meeting was described in the Tribune as sponsored by the
Chicago Economic Club, an association of “twenty-four persons . . . [which]
included the ultra-conservative and the ultra-radical, the laissez-faire philosopher,
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and the progressive reformer.”89 Two other sessions were held before the first
month was over, and weekly after that. Meetings were open to the public and
held on Sunday evenings to encourage the attendance of working-class participants. That the series began with a talk on socialism by an English proletariat
leader seems a further move to encourage broad participation and
counteract skepticism. Altogether, the social, financial, and artistic activities of
the Auditorium’s first month were an enormous success.

Failure: The Auditorium Building and the Chicago Orchestra
Such success would not greet the Chicago Orchestra (known today as the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra) in the Auditorium, where it performed from its founding
in 1891 through 1904. Initially, the regular rentals of the theater that would be
provided by the orchestra’s twenty-week seasons might have seemed a plus to the
Auditorium’s managers, yet hosting a resident ensemble also represented a
major shift in the venue’s social and financial dynamics. The orchestra’s difficulties in the Auditorium reflected a failure of neither the facility nor the orchestra,
but rather a mismatch of aspirations—an incongruity of goals and needs. The
Auditorium had been designed to welcome blockbuster traveling performers for
brief stays that would fill the house with ever-changing audiences. Its first year
had included both Italian and German opera companies, violin soloist Pablo de
Sarasate, and a high school graduation, as well as two seasons of Gilbert and
Sullivan and Christmas pageantry. The orchestra, by contrast, hoped to create
ongoing relationships with a core group of regular subscribers. Conductor
Theodore Thomas had tired of appealing to audiences of thousands and wished
to cultivate a smaller audience of classical music devotees.
In the annals of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, complaints about the
Auditorium’s great size are frequent.90 It is argued that the orchestra was forced
to build its own Orchestra Hall—just north of the Auditorium on Michigan
Avenue—in 1905 because the Auditorium’s capacity made it all but impossible to
sell season subscriptions. As good seats were always available in a venue seating
4,200, individual tickets were not particularly precious and patrons did not need
to buy subscriptions to an entire season in order to guarantee tickets to hear a
few favorites. This difficulty undercut Thomas’s goal of uplifting his audience to
a “higher class” of music. He had hoped to attract purchases of an entire season
using a few well-known works as bait. Instead listeners bought single tickets on
the day of popular performances, and attendance was poor at other events.
Listeners could skip concerts containing repertory that was unfamiliar or intimidating without financial penalty; they did not need to invest in classical music to
cater to their already established tastes, and thus there was little opportunity to
change those tastes.91
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Thomas’s audience development strategy represented a valid choice, but one
incompatible with his performance venue. Thomas and the Chicago Orchestra
Association were correct when they complained of constant struggles with the
facilities of the Auditorium. The Auditorium was fundamentally inappropriate for
a resident ensemble, and Thomas recognized from the outset that the
“Auditorium was not suited to our use”:
A building which is properly equipped for the work of a large permanent concert
orchestra should contain, in addition to its stage, audience chamber, and foyers, a
large room in which the musicians can tune and prepare their instruments before
performances, and a cloak room for the use of the orchestra. It should also have a
suitable storage room with lockers in which the instruments can be kept without
danger of injury from heat, cold, or dampness, and where they will be safe from
handling by meddlesome or careless persons. It should have a commodious
library, furnished with clean, closed cases for storing the music, and long, welllighted tables at which copyists and librarians can bind, repair, copy, and sort it
for daily use. Finally, it should have room for part-rehearsals, offices for the
manager and his staff, and a private office for the conductor, in which he can
transact his business undisturbed. Nearly all of these conveniences were lacking
in the Auditorium, and therefore . . . it was very unsuitable for our purposes.92

Rather than a shortcoming of the Auditorium, however, the building’s unsuitability for a permanent symphony reflected a strategic decision on the part of its
designers—a choice that fit their conception of the most desirable relationship of
culture to the city. The Auditorium had been built to host an ever-changing succession of festival entertainments by touring companies for sell-out audiences.
A long run, during the Auditorium’s first year of operation, was anything more
than a week. Such a variety of programming regularly brought different constituencies to the Auditorium and encouraged a wide range of uses, from charity balls
and political conventions to sporting events and grand opera. Program offerings
had to be able to attract three or four thousand attendees to be viable, and thus had
to be both popular and populist. A resident company, however, changed the fundamental socioeconomic equation of the hall, replacing variety with repetition. The
Chicago Orchestra’s eight-month season, with onstage rehearsals and in which
most prime performance times (Friday afternoons and Saturday evenings)93 were
dedicated to a single organization, was fundamentally incompatible with the intentions of the Auditorium’s founders. Housing the orchestra prevented the
Auditorium from attracting the touring companies and cultural festivals for which
it was designed. The lack of instrument storage and a library room or conductor’s
suite was not an oversight on the part of Peck and his architects; these facilities
had been intentionally left out of the building to mandate what he felt was a more
“democratic” blockbuster-event programming strategy.
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The Auditorium’s 4,237-seat theater demanded that management target a
broad community. This was one effect of what might be called the institutional
muse—the smooth interaction of artistic, economic, and social relationships that
facilitates the operation of a cultural organization. The structure of the
Auditorium Building itself controlled the type and format of performance within
its walls. By integrating function and design, the architects satisfied both the
needs and intentions of the building’s patrons. The design celebrated engineering
as a tool to perfect modern life, and as such both rationalism and utopian
dreams have left their traces on the building. In Chicago’s Auditorium Building,
thought, idea, effort, and innovation united to propel the city toward a vision for
a new age.

Conclusion: Utopia for the Arts
Chicago’s Auditorium Building represents an idealistic attempt to perfect the
nineteenth-century theater. By integrating theater design with the financial,
social, and artistic aspirations of the industrial city, Peck and his associates hoped
to create an unprecedented cultural institution: the fabled perpetual-motion
machine, but here intended to manufacture unending cultural triumphs. The
Auditorium would be self-supporting: it would serve the community; it would
advance art; and it would inspire Chicagoans to strive for even greater triumphs.
The results of these plans were mixed. The building’s financial support gradually
eroded and collapsed. In 1929 the Auditorium was superseded, primarily because
of financial overextension, by Samuel Insull’s Civic Opera House. Yet the
Auditorium had provided the foundations for many of Chicago’s current musical
assets. Without the Auditorium, Chicago’s cultural florescence might have been
delayed or failed to occur at all.
The Auditorium was the first home of the Chicago Orchestra (1891–1904).
Starting in 1910, the theater housed the city’s first resident opera companies. The
Auditorium also set a precedent for patronage that was essential to the establishment of both these performance institutions. Neither the orchestra nor the opera
companies ever operated on a profit basis; they produced annual deficits and
required regular donations to cover these debts. Yet such philanthropy would
have been impracticable only a few years before, when Peck first pitched his
Auditorium idea to the Chicago Commercial Club as an investment.
The Auditorium’s most important direct effect was on the World’s Columbian
Exposition. Chicago’s most famous nineteenth-century event was in many ways a
direct outcome of the process that built the Auditorium. Not only did the
Auditorium entertain and impress the politicians who voted to award the world’s
fair to Chicago, but Chicagoans’ ten million dollars in fair pledges—money that
helped tip the vote in the city’s favor—grew out of the success of the
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Auditorium’s stock subscription scheme and the excitement created by the
Auditorium’s dedication, which occurred just as Chicagoans’ bid for the fair was
being buttressed and finalized.94
Although it is impossible to measure cultural significance on any completely
objective scale, the Auditorium is arguably the most influential architectural,
social, and economic structure of nineteenth-century Chicago. Its continued operation in the twenty-first century as a cultural and educational center (Roosevelt
University)—despite legal battles and proposals to tear it down or convert it completely to hotel space—suggests that Peck’s vision of a grand, multiuse structure
has ultimately been fulfilled.
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